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Galaxy M52 5G
SM-M526BZKHINU

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

Processor

17.20cm (6.7”)* FHD+ sAMOLED+ 120Hz 
Infinity-O Display

5000mAh

6nm Snapdragon™ 778G

5G Galaxy 5G - 11 bands support

64MP Triple Rear Camera
32MP Front Camera

6/128GB, 8/128GB



Image simulated. For representational purposes only. Colors availablity may vary. *In comparison to Galaxy M51.

Leanest design ever1

The 7.4mm super slim Galaxy M52 5G is 21% sleeker* than its predecessor and 
is sure to make you look 100% on fleek.

Multitask seamlessly with the all-new Galaxy M52 5G, powered by the 6nm 
Snapdragon™ 778G. This monster is crafted to do it all and more with 
incredible speed and ease.

Meanest processor ever2

Blazing Black

Icy Blue
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Meanest 5G Monster ever3

#BeFutureReady and get assured 5G connectivity no matter what the 
5G band is. With its 11 bands support, Galaxy M52 5G offers you uninterrupted 
nationwide access to any 5G network.

Enjoy an all-new level of photography on Galaxy M52 5G with a monster 64MP 
triple camera and a 32MP front selfie camera.

Meanest camera ever4

64MP main
Get sharp and high resolution images.

12MP 123° ultra wide
Capture a wide range into your
frame with a 123° wide lens.

5MP macro
Get up close with a 5MP
macro lens.

11 bands: N1 (2100), N3 (1800), N5 (850),
N7 (2600), N8 (900), N20 (800), N28 (700),
N66 (AWS-3), N40 (2300), N41 (2500),
N78 (3500).
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Single take camera 5

Meanest battery ever7

Get multiple outputs with the Single 
Take feature. Capture up to 10 
photos and video outputs with just 
one click.

Power through the most challenging day with a monster 5000mAh battery.

Customize your background
whenever you video call with the
Galaxy M52 5G.

Video call effect6

Blur effect Background
wallpapers
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Meanest safety ever8

Galaxy M52 5G comes with Knox Security + Alt Z to safeguard your private 
data from malware and malicious threats.

Get multiple things done on a single screen with the new One UI 3.1. Your 
device is now fast, secure and easy to operate, all because of Android 11.

Meanest ease ever9
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Exclusive benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way.

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy.
Defense-grade security

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung.

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year



With Samsung Care+ we will have you covered on all accidental
damages for up to 2 years, so you can enjoy your Galaxy smartphones,

tablets or watches with utmost peace of mind.

Samsung Care+

We’ve got you
covered beyond the
standard warranty.

Covered with Care+

Samsung
genuine parts

Authorised service centre
repairs with

expert technicians

Hassle-free
claim process

Free pick-up from
your home 

Extended warranty
up to 2 years

Image simulated. For representational purposes only. T&Cs apply. *Covers accidental physical & liquid damage (including screen) and technical or mechanical failure. Does not cover loss or theft of device. 
Does not cover devices with modified software or hardware.

Accidental damage
repair*



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details.
Products shown herein are for representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N. - U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            Samsungmobileindia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia
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Samsung
Members

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat




